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Description: To implement the flipped classroom activity, the YouTube video link 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NXyTxo82CQ, was shared with the students in Google 
Classroom. 

The video explained how 8086 works in Minimum mode of operation and how to draw timing 
diagrams for read and write cycle in Minimum mode. Students were asked to go through the video 
and learn the concept. Based on the understanding students were asked to try timing diagram for 
Maximum mode of 8086 too.  

A doubt clearance session on Minimum and Maximum modes was conducted, in which the concept 
was again briefly discussed in class. After the discussion, to check the understanding of the concept, 
an assignment based on modes of operation for 8086 was uploaded in Google classroom which had 
following questions; 

Q.1 Draw and explain interfacing of 8086 when it works in Minimum mode and explain the timing 
diagram for it. 
Q.2 Draw and explain interfacing of 8086 when it works in Maximum mode and explain the timing 
diagram for it. 

The students were expected to upload answers for the assignment in the Google classroom. 

Objective:  The objective was to make sure students can draw timing diagrams for various 
operations of the microprocessor and understand basic difference between read and write cycle. 

Impact: Students realised once they understood timing diagram drawing and interpretation for one 
microprocessor, they can understand and draw the same for any other microprocessor too. Students 
liked this new way of learning. . They found this technique interesting, helpful, innovative, 
refreshing, and creative.  

1) Screenshot  You tube link shared in Google  classroom 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3NXyTxo82CQ


 

2) Screen shot of declaration of an Assignment based on the topic , in the Google classroom  

 
3) Screen shots of sample responses uploaded in the Google classroom 

 

 
4) Sample answer sheet which contains an explanation and timing diagram for Minimum  

and Maximum modes of 8086 
 

 















HS4101C Green Computing 

Movie assignment 
 

Description: From its extraction through sale, use and disposal, all the stuff in our lives affects 

communities at home and abroad, yet most of this is hidden from view. The Story of Stuff is a 

20-minute; fast-paced, fact-filled look at the underside of our production and consumption 

patterns. The Story of Stuff exposes the connections between a huge number of environmental 

and social issues, and calls us together to create a more sustainable and just world 

 

Objective: To expose the connections between a huge number of environmental and social 

issues, and ensure responsibility together to create a more sustainable world. 

 

Impact:  It’ll teach you something, it’ll make you laugh, and it just may change the way you 

look at all the stuff in your life forever. 

 

 

The story of Stuff 

 “The Story of Stuff” worksheet 
Watch the video “The Story of Stuff”(https://www.storyofstuff.org/movies/story-of-stuff/) 

with Annie Leonard and answer the following questions to check your listening and 

understanding: 

https://www.storyofstuff.org/movies/story-of-stuff/


1. Copy the sketches of the 5 stages of the materials economy ( Extraction, Production,      

Distribution, Consumption, Disposal) 

2. How much of our natural resources have been trashed in the last few decades? 

3. How many planets are needed to support current rates of consumption in the US and Australia? 

4. How many trees are being lost in the Amazon each minute? 

5. What is being added to the production system that is created dangerous waste products? 

6. What food is at the top of the food chain and threatening the health of future generations? 

7. What is meant by “externalising costs of production”? 

8. 8 Who is paying for the real cost of cheap electronic equipment (i.e. the $4.99 radio)? List three 

groups at least. 

9.  How much material is still in the system after 6 months?____________%. 

10. Where have the remaining materials gone? 

11. When did the modern consumer economy come into being? Why? 

12. According to Annie Leonard, what are some of the social and community interests being neglected 

while we are busy consuming “stuff”? 

13. What do these terms mean? Give an example of each. 

14. “planned obsolescence”___________________________________________ 

15. For example________________________________________________________ 

16. “perceived obsolescence”__________________________________________ 

17. For example________________________________________________________ 

18. What is happening to the levels of measured happiness? 

19. What reasons are given? 

 

 

 



IT3102 Theory of Computation 

Tic-Tac-Toe game 

Description: Students were supposed to play the game in team of two members. A team member 

will select the cell number. There was a predefined question for that cell. Answering correctly 

with in 15 sec will win that cell. This way they need to complete the Tic-Tac-Toe to win. 

 

Objective: 

The objective was to enable students to revise the basic concepts of Theory of Computation such 

as FA, NFA, DFA, their properties and limitations. Students were free to choose the partner to 

play the game of classic Tic-Tac-Toe game. 
 

Impact:  

 Students could relate to the basics of Theory of Computation  

 They could think innovatively to apply their learned Theory of Computation. 
 

 

 

Rule for the Game 
 

 
 

 

 

 



Game Template 

 

 

 
 

 

Sample Questions Asked 

 

Game 1 

1A) Number of states required to accept string ending with ‘10’ are:  Ans: 3 

1B) Transition function for NFA is given by: Ans: Qx∑Q 

1C) Language of Finite Automata is always:  Ans: Formal Language 

2A) What is the difference between a string and valid word for a language? : Ans: String is any 

combination of ∑ where as valid word is that combination that reaches final state of FA 

2B) What is Null string? Ans: A string with no alphabet. 

2C) Joker cell 

3A) For a language if ∑={a,b} then will ‘ab’ a valid alphabet for the same language? Ans: No it 

will be a word generated from ∑ 

3B) Blocked cell 

3C)What is difference between NFA and DFA? 

Ans: NFA can have many transition on a given state on a given input symbol 

DFA has unique transition on a state on unique input symbol. 

 

 



Feedback 

Q1 What have you learned from the GAME 

Logic and team work! 

Always choose a circle in tic-tac-toe of toc. Also questions were really good and challenging. 

The questions how they are confusing and tricky one 

Being spontaneous 

Many tricky questions which were not known, gained more knowledge, concepts were cleared 

Learning and Summary in interesting way 

New points related to toc 

It was a really fun game which required good grip over basic TOC concepts 

To do study in fun manner 

Different terms related to FA,DFA etc 

It was awesome and learning can be fun too 

It was fun filled game with tricky TOC questions. 

FA doesn't have memory so no calculations can be performed, mealy is more efficient than 

moore machine, and finally Circle always wins!! Kidding!!! :) 

How the fun activity is useful . 

To think faster for correct answers !! 

we learn that how to solve questions in time 

I learnt the pattern of questions like I was assuming that questions for TOC would always be like 

numerical..and not in such a way 

learning is ongoing process. 

All concepts have got cleared,limitations of FSM. 

many things...drawbacks of FSM,Advantages of using automata etc.It was fun game with 

knowledge. 

The basic points were cleared 

Some very intricate and tricky questions were asked. Got more in depth knowledge about the 

topics. Got increased interest inTOC as well! 

It was interesting... Questions were quite tricky and easy to understand but enjoyed learning 

Study TOC concept thoroughly 

it helped to revise the concepts of TOC and some questions were really tricky . 

The concepts taught in lectures got revised again. Also, I got to know which topics I am weak at 

and should be more practiced. 

Ability to analyze and answer questions quickly and, under pressure 

Definitions of moore,mealy machines,formal language 

Learning can be interesting. And because of game I have revised all the concepts in fun way 

Co-relate idea to subject 

Revised concepts 

To answer tricky questions and to know basic concepts of TOC 

That we should choose O between O and X always� 

it is interesting 

little more about fa , fsm, nfa and dfa 

learned and revised some basic concept of theory of computation 

Revision of Mealy and Moore machine, NFA and DFA,Fa with tricky questions 

It was interactive and i understood that the basics are key. 

I learnt the answers of tricky questions from the game which otherwise I would have overlooked 

while studying unintentionally. 



Very interesting game...I could easily revise and clear my concepts. 
 

Q2 Should we play such games?  

 
 

 



IT 3203 Software Engineering 

Presentation of Process Model 

 

Description: It was a group activity. Students explored unique features of every process model. 

Then they studied various available problem statements and selected the process model that had 

to be adopted for the particular type of problem statement. They prepared decorative charts 

clearly showing features and pros-cons of process models. 

 

Objective: The objective of this activity (pedagogic technique) ws to allow students to explore, 

learn and understand software engineering process models in ejoyable way. 

 

Impact: Students really enjoyed this type of learning as…. 

1) They worked on real life problem statements 

2)They used various innovative way to depict the process model. 

3) Decorative methods (in charts / models) to show pros and cons of every model were very 

beneficial to understand benefits and constraints involved with every  process models. 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

Feedback from students:  

 

  

 



IT 3103 Machine Learning 

Who wants to be a spy? - Sehmat hain app? 

22nd September 2021 

Description: This is a game of guessing which words in a given set of words are related to the 

clue-word given by spymaster of the same team. Two teams (Red and Blue) compete at a time. 

25 words in Machine Learning are laid out in 5x5 rectangular grid. A few words belong to red 

team, a few to blue team, a few are neutral and one word is a bomb/killer. The spymaster is given 

a color-coded 5x5 grid layout whereas the other member gets the plain grid of the same layout. 

The spymaster gives 1-word hint and the number of words related to that hint. Using this hint the 

other member has to identify the words that belong to their color. Both the teams take turns. The 

one who first guesses all its words correctly is the winner. If bomb/killer is guessed, the game 

ends and other team is declared as winner. 

 

A sample color-coded 5x5 grid layout for the spymaster 
 

 
Objective: The objective of this game (pedagogic technique) was to encourage students to learn 

and remember most commonly used words in Machine Learning in fun way. 

 

Impact: Students liked this new way of looking at technical concepts. They found this technique 

interesting, helpful, innovative, refreshing, creative and so on. They found it refreshing and 

learnt a new way to co-relate the words. 

 

Feedback from students: 

 



 

 



 
 

  



PEIT 3101C Business Intelligence 

Crossword Generation  

  

 

 

Description: Description: Students were asked to frame crossword with the terms they learn in 

Business intelligence     

     

Objective: Students were supposed to dig different terms and correlate them, revise the 

concepts, find new definitions to explain the same concept. 

 

Impact: Students explored new terms of BI. Created Challenging crosswords which exercise 

students brain and study further. 

 

Sample of Crossword:   

 
 



 

    

Feedback of Students:      

Student found the task challenging     

They need to explore various web resources, different tools     

Students enjoyed the activity     

     

     

    

     

     

     
 


